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Create professional
DVD with your PC in no

time. Video Editor
Choose formats for
video, audio, and

subtitles, add images,
play video, and burn
DVDs. Video Capture
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Capture video and
images with your
camera, VGA or

MPEG1, MPEG2, and
other video capture
sources. Use your

image editor Create a
picture slide show with

your images, videos
and music. Edit and
mix your project Edit

and mix video files, or
create a scene

selection menu. Video
play View videos with

unlimited time
durations, auto play,
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and play video and
audio tracks at

specified times. Add
video, images, and

music Add audio and
video clips, pictures,

and songs. Video
burner Burn video

DVDs with all settings
in the project. Video

titler Add background
photos from JPG, BMP

and videos. Burn
videos to DVDs Burn
videos to a DVD with
selected subtitles and
audio tracks. Recreate
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Burn project to
CD/DVD for playback
in your favorite DVD

player. Burn to
portable drives and

playlists Burn to DVD
and burn to DVD/CD to

ISO and MP3. User-
definable Set the title
of your project to be
any name you want.
Set the number of

discs to be burned. Set
the image location.

Multiple projects Burn
and save multiple
projects at once.
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Hardware: ... PPS to
DVD Creator is a

software application
which you can use to
convert PPS to DVD

format on your
computer. In short,
PPS to DVD Creator

can turn PPS files into
the video DVD media

easily. PPS to DVD
Converter is also a

good software to turn
PPS to other popular

video file formats. PPS
to DVD Converter is a
excellent PPS to DVD
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Converter and you can
convert PPS to DVD,

DVD to PPS and other
popular video formats.
It can convert PPS to

DVD easily without any
quality loss. PPS to

DVD Converter gives
you an incredible

solution to convert PPS
files to DVD-5, DVD-9
or DVD-5 TS with a

menu. It is a powerful
and easy-to-use

application that is
100% compatible with
PPS to DVD Converter.
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PPS to DVD Creator is
a software application
which is designed to
allow you to convert

PPS to DVD format on
your computer. In

short, it can turn PPS
files into the video
DVD media easily.

Cheetah DVD Maker Crack Free Download [Mac/Win]

Cheetah DVD Maker
2.1.3 is a Windows OS
program that lets you

burn video DVDs
containing images,
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movies and audio files
from various formats

such as AVI, MPG, FLV,
VOB, WMV, MP4, JPG

and BMP. You are able
to customize the

burning sessions, such
as adding files using

an integrated file
browser, playing your
discs before burning

them and altering the
speed of your video.

Features: - Add various
video and still image
files from virtually all

major formats - Set the
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DVD title - Choose the
way to display pictures
in an image slideshow
- Pick the DVD burner
model and format -

Customize the burning
files - Add background

images to DVDs -
Easily define start and
end points for editing
clips - Play the clips -

Adjust their time
duration - Generate
video DVDs - Choose

to play the video in the
original size or stretch

the clip to fit the
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screen - Set the DVD
aspect ratio - Select a

language for the
subtitles - Add

background music -
Play the audio files -

Adjust the video speed
- Burn VOB to DVD -

Setup output options -
Display available

options in a simple
dialog box - Save an

output project for later
- Play a video - Adjust

the DVD speed -
Embed subtitles -

Choose a DVD drive -
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Burn standard and
high-capacity discs -

Choose a suitable type
of disc, its capacity
and the number of

copies - Select the disc
insertion mode - Burn
the disc and close -

Choose the DVD
burner model - Choose
a video format - Go to
folder containing video
files - Browse images,

music, movies and
video files - Preview a
video - Play the video -

Cut the clip to a
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desired size - Edit the
clip using start and

end points - Add
background music -
Play the background
music - Adjust the

movie speed -
Optimize the movie for

a higher resolution -
Open the DVD-R disc
creation wizard - Start
making DVDs - Rotate
pictures - Rotate video

- View the image
slideshow - View the

DVD slideshow - Stop a
slideshow - Customize
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your slideshow - Cover
or remove a picture -
Add a picture with a

short title - Add a
picture with a long title

- Set the picture
display time - Go to a

location - Go to folder -
Go to a drive - View an
image directory - Add

b7e8fdf5c8
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Cheetah DVD Maker Crack +

Cheetah DVD Maker is
an award winning Mac
DVD burner that
converts many types
of files to a video DVD.
This application allows
you to burn video files
to DVDs with great
ease. With this
application, it is easy
to create video DVDs
from images, images,
music and movie
clips,.avi files, etc. You
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can watch your video
on any player, such as
the built-in DVD player
or media player, on
your PC, or play on a
TV. So, what is the
feature of Cheetah
DVD Maker? 1. It can
create video DVDs
from various media
files such as images,
pictures, music, AVI,
MOV, MPG, Flash, MKV,
MP4, WMV files, ring
tones, video clips, etc.
2. You can convert
movie files to any
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other format as you
like such as DVD-ROM,
DVD-Video, DVD+R,
DVD+R DL, DVD+RW,
DVD+RW DL, VCD,
and SVCD. 3. You can
burn image file to VCD
and SVCD format. 4.
You can burn videos to
DVD-ROM, DVD-RW,
DVD+RW and DVD+R
DL. 5. You can edit and
play content file
according to your
need. 6. You can
choose different burn
speeds such as 1x, 2x,
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4x, 6x, 8x, 10x, 14x,
16x or 18x. 7. You can
use DVD folder for
backing up your
burned DVD. 8. You
can burn menu for
DVD automatically
according to your title.
9. You can choose a
default chapter mode
and output video size
such as 16:9, 4:3, 16:9
16:9 or other. 10. You
can select the default
language. 11. You can
record your DVD
menu. 12. You can
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backup your DVD
before burning it. 13.
You can create a video
DVD with or without a
menu. 14. You can edit
the default DVD title
for your DVD. 15. You
can add background
images to your DVD
menu. 16. You can
burn multiple DVDs in
a batch. And more of
this, Cheetah DVD
Maker will be one of
the best DVD software
tool for all. Key
features: 1. Convert
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image file to DVD for
viewing. 2. Burn video,
images and sound into
a DVD. 3.
Automatically burn
video into DVD

What's New In Cheetah DVD Maker?

Cheetah DVD Maker is
a software application
whose purpose is to
help you make a video
DVD from still images
and clips like JPG, BMP,
WMV, AVI and other
file formats with or
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without a menu. The
tool is able to burn
NTSC or PAL
compatible DVDs to
DVD-R and DVD+R.
User interface The GUI
looks straightforward
and easy to decode.
You are given the
option to choose
between two burning
tasks. Cheetah DVD
Maker gives you the
possibility to burn
video DVDs containing
clips and images, and
generate slideshow
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DVDs with pictures,
clips and songs. You
may save projects with
all settings to a file on
your computer so you
can quickly import
them in the future.
Customize burning
projects Files can be
added in the working
environment using the
built-in browse button
(you cannot rely on
the drag-and-drop
support). The utility
works with various file
formats, such as VOB,
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MPG, FLV, AVI, WMV,
MP4, JPG, and BMP.
You are given the
freedom to play items
in a certain order by
moving them up or
down in the list,
remove files from the
burning task, as well
as view the time
duration of each file
and total time.
Cheetah DVD Maker
generates a preview of
the video file that you
want to burn. You can
watch the clip in a
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dedicated window,
play, pause or stop the
selection, as well as
export the video to
MPG or MP4 file
format. General
configuration settings
Cheetah DVD Maker
lets you specify a user-
defined DVD title and
pick the DVD burner.
What’s more, you are
allowed to play the
video in the original
format or stretch the
clip to fit the screen,
adjust the DVD aspect
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ratio, change the
picture display time (in
seconds), choose the
video format (NTSC or
PAL), as well as specify
a temporary file
location. Bottom line
All things considered,
Cheetah DVD Maker
provides a
straightforward
software solution for
helping you burn DVDs
with favorite images
and videos, and can be
handled by beginners
and professionals
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alike. Cheetah DVD
Maker Description: A
good movie is the one
that's memorable
forever. With Cheetah
DVD Maker you can
create DVDs quickly
and easily. When ever
a picture is said to be
worth a thousand
words, a movie is
worth a thousand
pictures! Programming
Titles DVD Maker
offers
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System Requirements:

• Minimum: Windows
7, Windows Vista
(32/64-bit) or Windows
8, Windows 8.1
(32/64-bit) Minimum
RAM: 1 GB Minimum
Disk Space: Minimum
Video: nVidia GeForce
6/7 ATI Radeon HD
7500 ATI Radeon HD
5000 AMD Radeon HD
5000 (Vista 32-bit
only) Minimum Sound:
Direct X 10 Direct X 9
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